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We show a p-adic limit formula for Gauss sums, which implies the Katz limit 
formula (in “Automorphic Forms, Representation Theory and Arithmetics: 
Proceedings” (S. Gelbart et al., Eds.), pp. 165-245, Tata Inst., Bombay, 1979) and 
therefore the Gross-Koblitz formula (Ann. of Math. 57 (1980), 83-96). 0 1990 
Academic Press. Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
Gross and Koblitz [2] showed a beautiful formula expressing Gauss 
sums in terms of the p-adic r-function, 
where rP denotes the p-adic r-function defined by Morita [6], (6) 
denotes the fractional part of a rational number b and S(c)=C{:,’ ai, 
c = C{:i aipi (the p-adic expansion). (For other notations, see Section 1.) 
Their proof is based on a p-adic limit formula for Jacobi sums, conjectured 
by Honda and proved by Katz [4, Chap. VI]. Later Katz gave another 
proof of the Gross-Koblitz formula, establishing a p-adic limit formula for 
Gauss sums [4, Chap. VII], 




b(rq”) = (-.P”- l’?.lN 
C(q”- lWNl! 
(cf. also [S, Chap. XV, 83). 
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In this article, we show another p-adic limit formula for Gauss sums, 
- g,(lL,, L) = lim qLW7 
n-r p(rqn+‘)’ 
where 
We prove formula (3) in Section 2, after reviewing well-known facts on 
Gauss sums and Artin-Schreier curves in Section 1. Katz’s method in [4] 
is applied to a suitable lifting of an Artin-Schreier curve. 
1. GAUSS SUMS AND ARTIN-SCHREIER CURVES 
1.1. Let k = [F, (q = pf ) be a finite field of characteristic p. Let 
$ : k + @ x (resp. x : k x --) C ’ ) be an additive (resp. multiplicative) 
character of k. The Gauss sum g($, 2) associated to q and x is defined by 
.!T($, X)” 1 $(a) x(a). 
uek’ 
It is well-known that 
i 
q-1 if t+Q=l and x=1 
g(ti,x)= 0 if $=l and ~#l 
-1 if $#l and x=1 
and that 
ldll/, x)1 = JiJ if $#l and ~#l 
(for example, see [5, Chap. I]). 
1.2. Let N be an integer z 2 which divides q - 1. Let X be the smooth 
projective model over k, called an Artin-Schreier curve, of the alIine curve 
defined by the equation yp - y = xN. By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, we 
see that the genus of X is equal to (p - 1 )(N - 1)/2. 
It is known that the congruence i-function Z(X/k; t) of X is expressed in 
terms of Gauss sums. More precisely, put 
g,(vk x) = c c4TrBqllFp(~)) ~(a@-“‘~) 
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for an additive character +: IF, -+ Cx and a multiplicative character 
x: pN((Fq) -+ Cc x. Then we have 
Z(Wk l) = n (1 + l&/M x)t)l(l - t)(l-qt), 
ti3x 
(#) 
where the product is taken over the non-trivial additive characters 
$ : 5, + @ X and the non-trivial multiplicative characters 2 : p,J E,) + C x 
([3], cf. also [4, Chap. II]). 
1.3. Let A = W(k)[4’], where i is a primitive pth root of unity, and let 
K be the fraction field of A. Then A is a complete discrete valuation ring 
with residue field k, totally ramified and of degree p - 1 over W(k). 




... +1+1)=l(r+l)...(i”-‘+ ... +[+l) 
and v=l(<+ 1)...([p-2+ ... +<+ 1) is a unit in A. 
If p=2, 1= -2. Assume now p>2. Then -p=Ip-I(-u) and --v= 1 
mod m. Hence there exists and uniquely a unit w  E A such that wp-’ = -u 
and w  = 1 mod M. Put 7~ = Iw. Then the (p - 1)th roots of -p are given 
by 0(1)x=71, 0(2)~, . . . . o(p - 1 )x. Here w  is the Teichmiiller character 
k” + W(k)“. 
We define an additive character tis: 5, -+ K” by tjs(a) = (c”)” and a 
multiplicative character x, : pN( E,) + K x by xl( 5) = rr, respectively. Since 
A has absolute ramification index p - 1, the crystalline cohomology group 
H’(X/A) of X relative to A is well-defined Cl, Chap. I, Proposition 1.2.2, 
and Chap. VII, Definition 1.1.73). Let F denote the endomorphism of 
H’(X/A) induced from the Frobenius relative to k. By (# ) we have 
det(l -Ff;t; H’W~),)=fl(l+ g,(ll/,, x,)t), 
s, r 
where l<‘sdp-1 and l,<r,<N-1 [l, Chap. VII, Theorem 3.2.31. 
The hww (UP)~ x pN k acts on Xby (a,~)(r,~)=(y+a,&~) fixing 
the point at infinity. This defines a representation of Z/p x pN on 
H’(X/.4),. Moreover, the eigenspace [H1(X/A),ItiLsxXr for the character 
~,xX,isofdimensionlforeach(r,s)withl~s~p-land16rdN-l, 
and we have a decomposition, 
The Frobenius F has an eigenvalue -g,(3/,, x,) on [H’(Jx’/A),]~~“~~ 
(cf. [4, Chap. II].) 
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2. A LIMIT FORMULA FOR GAUSS SUMS 
2.1. Let X be the smooth projective model over A of the atline curve 
defined by the equation JJY:,,’ (y - (ii - l)/([ - 1)) = xN. Then X is a 
lifting over A of the Artin-Schreier curve X: yp - y = xN. On the other 
hand, the generic fiber of X is defined by the equation ( l/np)(uP - 1) = xN, 
where u=iy+ 1. 
2.2. We define a finite ttale A-group G as 
G=Spec ACT, l/(,Ir+ l)] 
(1) law of multiplication: T++ AT@ T+ T@ 1 + 10 T; 
(2) unit: T-0; 
(3) inverse: Tt+ -T/(IT+ I). 
Then the A-rational points of G are given by ([” - 1 )/( [ - 1 ), 0 < a Q p - I. 
Moreover, a ++ ([” - l)/([ - 1) defines an A-isomorphism p: (Z’/P)~ s G, 
and (i” - 1 )/( 5 - 1) I-+ 5“ defines a K-isomorphism c( : G, 3 pp, K. Hereafter, 
we identify Gk with (h/p), via Pk and GK with P,,~ via a, respectively. 
2.3. We define an action of the A-group Gx pLN,A on X by the affine 
equation ((i” - l)/(i - l), <)(y, x) = (i” y + (i” - l)/(i - 1 ), tx), fixing the 
points at infinity. We can see easily that the restriction of the action on the 
closed fiber X=X, (resp. generic fiber X,) is given by (a, s)(y, ?c) = 
(y + a, 5x) (resp. ([“, t)(u, x) = ([“u, t;x)). Then we obtain an action of 
G(A) xp, (resp. PIXIE) on H&(X/A) (resp. Hb,(XJK)) so that the 
canonical isomorphisms H&(X/A) r H’(X/A) [l, Chap. VII, Proposi- 
tion 1.1.91 and H~,(X/A)K% Hh,(X$K) are equivariant. 
Now we define a character I$~:G-+~,,, by $,(([“-l)/([-l))=([“)” 
and a character 2,: pN.a 4 G,., by i,.(c)=l’. Then ($,),= I/I” and 
(z,)k = xr. On the other hand, (q,), is the sth power map and (fr)K is the 
sth power map. Therefore the isomorphisms H’(X/A),% f&(X/A),% 
Hh,(X,/K) are compatible with the decompositions 
and 
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2.4. A basis of HA,(X,/K) is given by the cohomology classes of the 
form u,~,=x’u~&/ux~ with l<r<N-1, l<j<p-1. Note that w,,, is 
an eigenvector for the character (6, x j,)K. 
Expanding o,,, at the point x = 0, u = 1 in the parameter x, we obtain 
0 7,s =x’{(l+np~~)l/p~~-l~(~+~p~N)l/~-l~~~xY’~ 
XN 
Put w,,, = (AU%) C;, p(j)xi dx/x. 
THEOREM 2.5 (Limit formula). We have 
in K, where 
Proof: We denote also by F the endomorphism of Hb,(X,/K) in- 
duced from the Frobenius F relative to k on H’(X/,4),. As is recalled 
in 1.3, the eigenvalue of F on [H’(X/PI),]*~“~~, and therefore on 
[H;,(X,/K)pf~)y is given by -g,(+,, xr). It follows that 
(F+ g,(k, xr)h,, = 0 
in Hb,(X,/K). 
Now let X denote the formal completion of X along the section x = 0, 
y=O, and let P denote the endomorphism of Hh,(filA) induced from 
x-x*, where X = Spf A[ [xl]. Then F and P are compatible with the 
canonical homomorphism H&(X/A) + Hb,@/A). Hence we have 
in Hb,($/A),. Then there exist a formal power series f(x) E A[ [x]] and 
CE A such that c #O, f(0) = 0 and df = c(P+ g,($,, x~))o,,,. Then the 
formal power series 
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has all its coefficients in A. Looking at the coefficient of .x’~+‘, we obtain 
ord, c 
[I 
Ph”) mq”+‘) >() 
rg”+ &/(J/s, xr) rqn+l II ’ 
and therefore 
-t g,($,, xr) 
I 
2 -ord, c- ord, P(rq”+‘) + ord, rqn+ ‘. 
But 
ord,P(rq”+‘)=(y”+l^I)~ord+ord, (q’+‘+ !  
1 
where S((q-l)r/N)=C!=’ , O a, and (q- l)r/N=C{:d clipi (the p-adic 
expansion). Hence 
ord + g ($ x ) -+ a; 
q s’ r 1 (n -+ cc, ). 
This implies our assertion. 
2.6. We conclude this article by showing that our limit formula implies 
the Katz limit formula for Gauss sums. 
The Katz limit formula asserts that 
-g,($,. x,)= lim 
qh(rq”) 
n-~ b(rq”+‘)’ 
where h(rq”) are the rational numbers defined by 
exp( --7r.xN).C$= 2 h(j).~‘$, 
/=I 
i.e., 
b(rq”) = :,“i’:, ;:;;, 
r . 
[4, Chap, VII, Corollary 7.81. 
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To deduce the Katz limit formula from ours, it is sufficient to verify that 
(1) !irnm {iJ(-z)y4-““N=, 
and 
(y”+‘-l)r/N 
(2) lim n (s - ip) = w(s)(~- ‘jriN in Z,. 
“*“‘i=(y”-l)r/N+l 
Proof of (1). By the choice of x, L/in 3 1 mod m. Moreover, 
l/v = Ap- ‘/p = -1 mod m. Hence we have 
and therefore 
Proof of (2). Applying the lemma stated below to ~=a, 
‘4 = -(q”+’ - 1) r/N - 1 and B = (q - 1) r/N, we obtain a congruence 
(y”+‘- l)r/N 
I-I 
(,~jp)ss’“-“ww~y” mod q”. 
i=(g”-I)r/N+l 
Hence we have 
(@‘+I- I)r/N 
lim )-J (s-ip,=?it s Cq- ~‘(UN’.d’= o(s)(4- IV/N. 
n-Poz i=(y”-l)r/N+l 
LEMMA 2.6.1. Let p be a prime number and let a, A, and B>O be 
integers. Then 
iv, {a-(A+i)p}~aBp”modp”+’ 
$ p = 2, n > 3, or p > 3. 
ProoJ We have obviously 
BP” 
iv, (a-(A+i)p}s ifiI {a-(A+i)p}]8[ fi (a-ip)]8modp”+1. 
i=l 
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Hence it is enough to note that 
if p = 2, n 3 3, or p >, 3. 
Remark 2.7. We refer to Sekiguchi, Oort, and Suwa [7] for liftability 
of the automorphisms of order p of a smooth projective curve in charac- 
teristic p > 0. 
Remark 2.8. We note that Coleman and McCallum [9] uses the same 
technique as that employed in this article to determine the conductors of 
Jacobi sums. 
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